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Sign the cement 2015 by DALE RAWLINGS
It was that time again, cement signing. TOM FEDDERLY and WILL KERR, with help from WOODY,
had been working hard all week to remove the old path and set up the new cement ready for
everyone. On Tuesday, after breakfast and cabin clean-up, each cabin was called to the front of
Cabin 9 to sign their section. Every single person at camp got to sign their name in the cabins for
posterity. It was great to see the first-year boys such as SAM STEINER and VAUGHN FRANKEL
sign the cement for the first time. Cabin 3 had lots of fun getting mucky with their handprints in
the cement. Hopefully they will do it for many more years to come. There was some space left for
the staff to put their ideas and comments, which was very cool. The memories made this summer
will last a lifetime, and now they're in the cement too. Big shout out to TOM FED and the guys who
worked on the path in the sun and rain this week!

Shoe Scramble & Rug Pile by JUSTIN SCHOENEMAN
The morning of Tuesday 4th August, the only 4th of August 2015
there will ever be. We played the Shoe Scramble and the Rug Pile. It
was a battle of time for both events. In Shoe Scramble the boys
needed to find their shoes in a pile of shoes belonging to the rest of
their team. In Rug pile the whole team needed to be on the same rug
at one time in any position. This required many boys such as JACK
CARTER and ZACH BEN-ISVY to get on the older boys backs to
make more room. After a very fast game of Rug Pile, the Green Team
fought hard and took home the win. In the Shoe Scramble, once again
the boys from the Green team battled through all odds and took
home the victory. COOPER SPECTOR was incredibly fast getting his
shoes, as well as JACKSON WEIL. The White team Captain was
lightning-fast and found his shoes in no time. The Shoe Scramble &
The Rug Pile were, once again, a great success ! Well done to
everyone involved.
Tomorrow's weather report

80˚

Mostly sunny with some cloud cover.
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The boys ready for the game

COOPER SPECTOR and the shoe pile
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British Bulldog by JONAH WEISS
Tuesday included an old camp favorite, British Bulldog. The
aim of the game is to get to the oppositions end zone after
your number is called, without having your sock pulled
from your waist by a defending player. Captain MAX
WEINGARDT got right in amongst things and kept his sock
close to him. ZACH BEN-ISVY offered a great defense
AIDEN BRAMWIT and BENJIE SOREN
when pulling socks from other campers. WILL FRIEDMAN before an old favorite, British Bulldog
had a great game and got over the opposing line on a few
occasions. Also, DANIEL GOLDSCHMIDT, who accelerated like a cheetah down the flanks.
Overall, the game was a great success as usual, and the White team came out on top winning
the first two games in an ‘out of 3’ competition.
Long Drive competition by DALE RAWLINGS
The much anticipated long drive face off was here. Campers
had competed beforehand to qualify for the Menominee
Masters on our beloved golf course. THOMAS C ADLER was
the host for the event and did a terrific job. The winner
from the camper’s was NOAH LAZARUS, who sent the golf
TODD LAZARUS in the Long Drive contest
ball into outer space. REMY DOYLE finished in a close
second place with a terrific hit down the fairway. The winner for the counselor and staff
group was JASON, who amazed the faithful with a stunning drive that just about stayed in
bounds. It was an unlucky day for ANDREW BLECHMAN who missed out on the title by just
a few feet. ANDY SCHOFIELD sent the ball into, what it seemed like, another field as
nobody could locate his ball; it was that far! Overall it was a great competition and everyone
enjoyed themselves whether they were participating or a spectator.
Mannequin Madness by REID KANTER
Yesterday, for the evening activity, it was dress-up night for
Green & White. The Green team’s theme was video game
characters while the White team’s theme was CM counselors.
ROBBY BRINGAS dressed up as Pablo Sanchez, from the video
game ‘Backyard Baseball and football’, while GAVIN BRAMWIT
dressed up as myself REID KANTER, which I would say looked
rather stunning. MAX WEINGARDT was dressed as a cop from MORGAN BROOKS during dress-up
the video game GTA5, but looked more like his usual self, the
‘sheriff’. Many campers helped to put clothes on other people such as GRANT HOEGLER and
JACKSON FRANKEL who were both very helpful. MORGAN BROOKS dressed up as an
assassin from the video game ‘Assassins Creed’, much to the delight of the audience. It was
a fantastic Green & White dress-up night with lots of people having fun. Lucky canteen
number 121. In the end the Green team took home the victory with the final score for the
night being 5-2. Good luck in the rest of the competition.
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A QUOTE TO THINK ABOUT:
“ TO HAVE REASON TO GET UP IN THE MORNING, IT IS NECCESSARY TO POSSESS A GUIDING
PRICIPLE. A BELIEF OF SOME KIND. A BUMPER STICKER, IF YOU WILL”
Judith Guest
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